Overview

In our 199th of The Cyberlaw Podcast, Stewart Baker, Michael Vatis, Markham Erickson, and Nick Weaver discuss:

- Section 702 reauthorization signed into law.
- Immediately afterward, we get the FISA abuse memo.
  - The story.
  - Russian Twitter loves it, and why wouldn’t it?
  - Followed by NSA destroying data subject to a preservation order.
- Another player in the phone hacking game – Lebanese intelligence.
  - And they’re even worse at keeping secrets than US intelligence.
- SWauTistic charged with involuntary manslaughter.
- Electric system malware is getting really scary.
- Amici in support of Microsoft file in the Supreme Court.
- An NSA gravestone love story.
- CFIUS: HNA deals will not be approved without more ownership data.
- Can AI replace photoanalysts at NGA?
- Matt Green has some questions for Apple.
  - I’ve got one too. If Taiwan can’t be a separate country from China, does that mean it can’t have separate iCloud storage?
- Cybersecurity startups can’t find the exit.

As always The Cyberlaw Podcast is open to feedback. Send your questions, suggestions for interview candidates or topics to CyberlawPodcast@steptoe.com or leave a message at +1 202 862 5785.

Download the 199th Episode (mp3).

Subscribe to The Cyberlaw Podcast here. We are also on iTunes, Pocket Casts, and Google Play (available for Android and Google Chrome)!

The views expressed in this podcast are those of the speakers and do not reflect the opinions of the firm.
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